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Forex4you Deposit Bonus Terms & Conditions 

Overall Description of the “Deposit Bonus” 

The Forex4you “Deposit Bonus” is a Forex4you promotion where clients can obtain credit 

bonuses into their trading accounts. With the “Deposit Bonus” you can trade with larger 

volumes and get back up to 17.5%* of the spreads and commissions on NDD accounts. Once 

generated turnover on your account is equal to credit bonus, then you will get this bonus 

amount on your balance. 

A. Participation in “Deposit Bonus” 
1. Forex4you clients who are meeting the following criteria are able to participate in the 

“Deposit Bonus”: 
a. Eligible account types: Cent, Cent NDD, Classic. 

2. To participate in the “Deposit Bonus” you must choose the bonus while making a 
deposit inside your Trader Room. 

 

B. General Terms 
1. The “Deposit Bonus” is an ongoing promotion and is not limited in time. 
2. The “Deposit Bonus” can be acquired with every deposit on your trading account. 
3. On every trading account cannot have more than 5 “Deposit Bonuses” activated at any 

one time. 
4. The “Deposit Bonus” is funded to the trading account as a Credit. 
5. You cannot withdraw your “Deposit Bonus” until you successfully meet the “Deposit 

Bonus” amount through trading. 
6. MTP (Minimum trade points) are used for “Deposit Bonus” programs for all account 

types. 
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7. Percentage from spread and\or commission turnover goes to "Deposit Bonus" 
according to the following table: 

Condition % from spread\commission goes to Deposit 
Bonus 

Trader Room registered without Partner code 50% 

Trader Room registered under Partner code* 17.5% 

*Special conditions may apply 

8. Credit StopOut is applied to trading accounts where “Deposit Bonus” was activated. 
9. Credit StopOut – forced order closing when equity on trading account equals to 110% or 

less of the “Deposit Bonus” amount. 
10. After Credit StopOut is triggered, the “Deposit Bonus” will be automatically canceled. 
11. Each “Deposit Bonus” is active for a period of no more than three (3) months and the “

Deposit Bonus” amount must be fully met through earnings (plus 
spreads/commissions), otherwise “Deposit Bonus” will be automatically canceled. 

12. If “Deposit Bonus” is activated on a trading account, then the sum equivalent to double 
amount of “Deposit Bonus” is blocked for transfers and withdrawals on your Trading 
account. 

13. Maximum % of “Deposit Bonus” can be acquired, defined by leverage of your trading 
account according to following table: 

Deposit Bonus 
5% -  25% 50% 100% 

Leverage 

1:10 – 1:500    

1:1000    

1:2000    
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C. How does the bonus program work 
 
By depositing in to your trading account in your Trader Room, you will able to choose % 
of the “Deposit Bonus”. The Deposit Bonus will be added to your trading account in the 
form of a credit. 
Example: You deposit $1000 to your account and choose 25% bonus. Your equity will be 
$1250, credit will be $250, but your balance remains $1000. 

You are trading as usual on your trading account forming a trading turnover. For each 
trade, that passes MTP conditions, you will receive a share of the spread which goes to 
your  “Deposit Bonus”. 
Example: You open a trade on EURUSD (Classic account) with value of 1 Lot. Total 

spread for this trade is $20, so 20 * 0.175 = $3.5 goes to your “Deposit Bonus”. 

Once the trading turnover shares reach 100% amount of “Deposit Bonus” (in our 
example $250), real funds will be automatically credited to your trading balance.  

1. If you have more than one “Deposit Bonus” activated, then all trading turnover applies 
for the first “Deposit Bonus” until it reaches the amount of the “Deposit Bonus” , and 
then it is used for the next Deposit Bonus. 

2. You can check the status of your “Deposit Bonus” at any time in your Trader Room. 
 

D. Additional information 
1. The following codes may appear on your trading account on the terminal or in your 

statement:  

Comment Meaning 

Credit Bonus N % In N% bonus has been credited (credit operation) 

Credit Bonus N % Out N% bonus has been used (credit operation) 

Debit Bonus N % In Receipt for used N% bonus (balance operation) 

Credit Bonus N % Expired N% bonus has expired as terms were not met (credit operation) 

Credit Bonus N % 
Cancelled 

N% bonus has been cancelled as money was withdrawn 
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Credit Stop Out 
Forced order closing because funds in the account are equal or 

less to 110% of the credit bonus. 

 
 

E. Reservation of rights and disqualification from the “Deposit Bonus” program 
1. Forex4you reserves the right at its reasonable discretion to:  

a. Decline participation in the “Deposit Bonus” promotion to any client. 
b. Cancel the Deposit Bonus” and decline further participation in the “Deposit 

Bonus” promotion for any client. 
2. Forex4you reserves the right, at its reasonable discretion, to discontinue the “Deposit 

Bonus” promotion without any prior notification. 
3. Forex4you reserves the right to alter, amend or terminate the “Deposit Bonus” 

promotion, or any aspect of it, at any time. Forex4you is not obliged to warn customers 
about changes in the “Deposit Bonus”. The client is obliged to comply with all the rules 
and conditions of the “Deposit Bonus” , as well as monitor their changes. 

4. Any indication or suspicion, in the Company’s reasonable discretion, of any form of 
arbitrage, abuse, fraud, manipulation or cash-back arbitrage will nullify all transactions 
carried and/or profits or losses in that trading account. 

5. This Terms & Conditions page has been prepared in different languages, and whilst all 
versions are considered authentic and accurate, in case of any disputes and their 
resolution, the English version shall be deemed primary for legal purposes and shall 
prevail over all others. 
 

F. Risk warning 
1. Forex Trading involves significant risk to your invested capital. Please read and ensure 

you fully understand our Risk Disclosure. 
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